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Welcome and Introductions
• Welcome
• Chat intros: Name, location, monthly meeting, land
acknowledgment (https://native-land.ca), one word to
describe how you’re coming into this session.
• Process facilitation and tech guidelines
• FCNL Workshop Guestbook: https://fcnl.org/guestbook

Overview: Goals and Agenda
Goals
• Convey the historical foundations of
systemic racism and its contemporary
manifestations
• Share FCNL’s work on justice reform,
policing, election integrity, and voter
suppression
• Prepare to move from learning to
action on systemic racism
• Connect with other Friends in small
groups to continue reﬂecting and
sharing ideas for action

Agenda
• FCNL Overview and Framing
• Foundations of systemic
racism
• FCNL’s work to challenge
systemic racism through
policy
• From learning to action
• Small group reﬂections
• Closing

FCNL - Who We Are and Opening Framing
• Who we are
• What we do
• Investment in anti-racist practice as an organization
• Opening Framing

Centuries of Anti-blackness

The dehumanization of black people is nothing new.

• Over centuries, false notion that “white” people were inherently smarter,
more capable, and more human than non-white people became accepted
worldwide.
• Categorization of people by “race” became a justiﬁcation for European
colonization and subsequent enslavement of black people.
• Concept of “race”- a new hierarchy invented based on what many
Europeans considered science at the time (looking at skull size).
• Terms "race" and "species" were interchangeable
• Doctrine of Discovery (1493)-Pope established a spiritual, political, and legal
justiﬁcation for colonization and seizure of land not inhabited by Christians

Foundations of Systemic Racism
White Supremacy’s Logic of Slavery - Blackness represents otherness,
the antithesis to whiteness which represents purity, righteousness
• Viewed as animals- black people “deserve” enslavement because we
were “wild, savages”
• Tried to strip us of our autonomy/humanity, later determined us to
be 3/5ths of a human being
• Forms of control: took away cultures, from lands, languages,
separated families

Foundations of Systemic Racism
America has long characterized black people as unintelligent, lazy,
violent, and criminals.
• Criminalization of Blackness serves as a logical extension of
Blackness as property
• Allows control of black bodies (male especially) who society has
deemed as threats
• Current prison-industrial complex/mass incarceration: black people
previously enslaved through chattel slavery system now re-enslaved
through the prison system (permitted by 13th amendment)

Anti-Black Racism and America
A negative view of black people has been ingrained into our society from the
very beginning
• “All lives Matter”= visceral reaction to “Black Lives Matter.”
• BLM is a threatening statement that goes against America’s foundational
systems
• asserts that black people have humanity and deserve the same treatments as
everyone else (actively deﬁes white supremacy and a racial hierarchy)
• a moment where speciﬁcity is required but goes too far for some
• easy to write oﬀ the conversation: “we aren’t racist” without having to
understand or learn about systems of oppression any further or do additional
work that may shake the status quo of white supremacy

Foundations of Systemic Racism
White Supremacy’s Logic of Genocide - indigenous peoples
must disappear
• They must always be disappearing, in order to allow white
people the “rightful” claim over this land.
• White people then become the rightful inheritors of this
“empty” land.
• “Manifest Destiny” can only work if Natives have
“vanished” or no longer exist

Reflection Prompts
We will be sharing some reﬂection prompts in the chat after each section of
content
We will give you a lot of prompts to choose from! Don’t worry about
answering every prompt or answering in complete thoughts, just take note
of what the content and questions bring up for you.
Please take 2 minute of silence to write down your response to each
prompt
We will have time to share your responses/what came up for you as you
interacted with the content, later in breakout rooms

Reflection Prompt #1: Foundations of Systemic Racism
• What aspects of the foundations of systemic racism were you
already familiar with? What was new?
• How have you seen these logics of white supremacy play out in
systems, institutions, everyday life?
• Notice your reactions to this content. What rises for you? What
stood out to you? What was challenging?

Centuries of Racial Oppression in Modern Forms

Policing
Elections
Broader Justice System

Policing

Racist History of Policing
Slave Patrols
•
•
•
•

ﬁrst police in the South
small group of men formed in the Carolina colonies in 1704
carried weapons as they rode on horseback.
main duties: chase and hunt down escaped enslaved people, terrorize enslaved
communities as a form of control, and keep order among plantation owners.

Boston (1838)
• ﬁrst oﬃcial city police force
• established as a response to tensions between newly arrived German and Irish
immigrants and original settlers from England and the Netherlands.
• original settlers argued that the new immigrants were the cause of higher crime
rates and the ruin of American society.
• By the 1880s, almost every major city in the country had a police force.
• A system of control of black people and immigrants, an extension of Blackness as
property and immigrants as threats

Policing Today
• Currently, there are about 18,000 state and local police agencies in the US with
no national standards they must follow
• Cities and communities spend far more on policing than on most other services,
such as welfare or housing
-roughly $1 of every $10 spent by counties, municipalities, townships; $1 of
every $100 spent by states
• The Pentagon’s 1033 program has given over $7.4 billion of Defense
Department property to more than 8,000 law enforcement agencies, assisting
in the growing and alarming militarization of the police
• Militarization has led to a cultural shift in law enforcement’s perceived role in
society from guardian to that of warrior, as oﬃcers dressed in battle gear are
psychologically more likely to view community members as a threat.

Over-Policing Black Communities
• Black neighborhoods are over-policed (surveillance and social control) and under-policed
(emergency services)
• Many police departments and oﬃcers take a paramilitary approach to law and order, and
sometimes adopt an "us-versus- them" attitude toward black communities
• The bar for searching Black and Latino drivers is lower than that for white drivers, even
though white drivers were more likely to have contraband
• For arrests for suspicion of a crime—when someone is arrested for no speciﬁc oﬀense and
released without formal charges—Black people were arrested at a rate 5.36 times that of white
people.
• Black people are 3.64 times more likely than white people to be arrested for marijuana
possession, notwithstanding comparable usage rates

High Number of Deaths Continue
• Police nationwide have shot and killed nearly the same number of people annually for
the past 5 years-more than 1,000
• There were only 18 days in 2020 where police did not kill someone
• 58% of killings by police in 2020 — 626 deaths — were traﬃc stops, police responses to
mental health crises, or situations where the person was not reportedly threatening
anyone with a gun
• No accountability-98.3% of killings by police from 2013-2020 have not resulted in
oﬃcers being charged with a crime
• No oﬃcial database for deaths at the hands of the police
-Reporting by police departments is voluntary and many departments fail to do so. It is
up to third party outlets like the Guardian’s “The Counted” to report statistics.

Black and Native People are Most Likely to Be Killed
• Although half of the people shot and killed by police are White,
Black Americans are shot at a disproportionate rate.
• Black people make up less than 13 percent of the U.S. population,
but are killed by police almost three times the rate of white
Americans.
• Black people were 28% of those killed by police in 2020 despite
being only 13% of the population.
• Black people killed by the police are almost twice more likely to be
unarmed compared to white people.
·

Black and Native People are Most Likely to Be Killed
Police violence is a leading cause of death for young black men in the
United States
• Over the life course, about 1 in every 1,000 black men can expect to be
killed by police. At current levels of risk, black men face about a 1 in
1,000 chance of being killed by police in their lifetime
• Black men are about 2.5 times more likely to be killed by police than
are white men. Black women are about 1.4 times more likely to be
killed by police than are white women.
• American Indian men are between 1.2 and 1.7 times more likely to be
killed by police than are white men, and American Indian women are
between 1.1 and 2.1 times more likely to be killed by police than are
white women.

Policing Reform - Grassroots/Defund
• Argue that investing in public health and social services, rather than
in police, is a more appropriate and eﬀective means to meet the public
safety needs of a community
• By redistributing these funds to essential social services and
community programs, the idea is that the needs of a community can
be more directly addressed without the harmful eﬀects of policing —
especially for Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) who
disproportionately suﬀer from police brutality and violence every year.

Policing Reform - Grassroots/Defund
• Supporters of defunding the police argue that eﬀorts to reform have
largely failed to combat police violence in any meaningful — or
eﬀective — way.
(e.g. Minneapolis where George Floyd was killed had already
implemented body cams, bias training etc.)
• Argue that it would decrease crime (better mental health services,
demilitarization can reduce escalation)
• Does not mean “Abolish the Police”
• Local success: Cities like NY, LA Boston are taking defund measures

Policing Reform - Grassroots
• We’ve seen change, starting with change at a local level

• In 2020, 27 states adopted new police oversight and reform laws, according to
the National Conference of State Legislatures.
• In November, voters approved 17 ballot measures in six states to rein in police
oﬃcers
• The defund movement to reallocate funding from police departments to
community services is very strong on the local level
• FCNL believes this work should continue as the majority of police funding
comes from the state and local levels, NOT the federal government

Policing Reform - National Legislation
The George Floyd Justice in Policing Act (H.R. 1280)
• would implement many important reforms to help transform policing
culture across the nation by setting national standards for all American
police departments to follow.
• If a police department chooses not to implement the reforms in the Justice in
Policing Act once it has passed, then that department is at risk of losing
federal funding.
While the majority of the change to policing must and is occurring on the local
level, the national government has a role to play in setting universal national
standards of policing. We simply can’t have 18,000 separate law enforcement
jurisdictions, with drastically diﬀerent approaches to policing, continue to have
no uniﬁed, basic understanding of proper standards.

Policing Reform-National Legislation
We are asking Congress to pass these reforms included in
the Justice in Policing Act (H.R.1280):
•
•
•
•

Ban chokeholds and no-knock warrants
Reform the 1033 Program
Reform qualiﬁed immunity
Increase use of force standard for lethal force and
mandate de-escalation techniques.

Policing Reform-National Legislation
• FCNL believes JPA does not do anywhere near all that needs to be done
-We want a lot more and, at the same time, we don’t want another year to pass without any
federal legislation to set national standards for the 18,000 diﬀerent policing jurisdictions in
this country.
- what FCNL does is the only or the most important work. But we believe it is work that
needs to be done.
-when these reforms are done, we aren’t going to stop there. We’re going to keep working for
more!
• An opportunity for Congress to take a ﬁrst step of many necessary steps toward addressing
this historic injustice
-the bill has passed the House twice now.
• The BREATHE Act is a much stronger bill on these issues, and it covers a much wider range
of policies
-has not been introduced; will be reviewed and look at potential strategy

Reflection Prompt #2: Policing
• I mostly feel ______________ when discussing policing and
racism, because ______________.
• What evidence is there to show that there is a “crisis in policing?”
• Why is it important to hold individual police oﬃcers accountable
for their actions? Why is it important to also change the systems
that create bias?

Voter Suppression

Elections-Racist History
Nonwhite men and women of all colors were not able to
vote for the vast majority of American history
-silence voices of people of color and women and strip
them of power
-dictate and maintain a certain social order
-ensured that people of color and women could not make
decisions about themselves

Historical Overview of Voter Access
After the American Revolution
• Who could vote? White, land-owning
men only
• power based on race, gender and

class
• White men who did not own land
fought for suﬀrage

Historical Overview of Voter Access
After the Civil War
• Who could vote? Black men
• 13th Amendment- many black people were freed from
slavery
• 14th Amendment-anyone born in the United States is a
citizen
• 15th Amendment (1870)- black men the right to vote
• 15th Amendment declares that the "right of citizens of the
United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States or by any state on account of race, color,
or previous condition of servitude.“
*The Snyder Act of 1924 admitted Native Americans as US Citizens

Historical Overview of Voter Access
Women’s Suﬀrage
• Who could vote? Men only
• 1848-Seneca Falls Convention.
Organized by Elizabeth Cady
Stanton and Lucretia Mott. Voting
became main focus of women’s
rights movements
• Suﬀragists worked for women to
secure the vote
• 19th Amendment (1920)-Women
granted the right to vote

Traditional Voter Suppression Tactics
• Poll taxes
-Required voters to pay a fee before casting a ballot
-Disenfranchised poor black people in the South who could not aﬀord to pay
to vote
• Literacy Tests
-Targeted black people in the South who could not read after enslavement
• Gerrymandering
- election district lines drawn in a way that advantages one person, party, or
group over another; based on race/class of an area

Voting Rights Act of 1965
• Discriminatory barriers continued to
prevent African Americans from
exercising their right to vote
• The Voting Rights Act of 1965 aimed to
prohibit racial discrimination in voting
• Banned the use of literacy tests.
Authorized the U.S. attorney general to
investigate the use of poll taxes in state
and local elections.

Voting Rights Act of 1965
Section 4 of the Voting Rights Act established a formula to determine
what states must get permission from the Department of Justice
before they can make changes to their voting practices
States identiﬁed as having a history of race-based voter suppression
by the formula established by Section 4 were then subject to certain
requirements established by Section 5 before they could make voting
practice changes.

Shelby County v Holder (2013)
In the 2013 case Shelby County v. Holder, the
Supreme Court weakened the Voting Rights Act
by striking down Section 4 that required states
with a history of race-based voter discrimination
to get federal approval before changing their
election rules.
Since the fall of Section 4…
Voter suppression tactics that
disproportionately aﬀect people of color have
quickly risen across the nation

Voter Suppression-Today
• Voter ID Laws
-Over 21 million U.S. citizens do not have government-issued photo identiﬁcation. ID
cards aren’t always accessible for everyone (TX-600,000 ineligible day after Shelby v
Holder)
• Voter Registration Restrictions
-limiting the window of time in which voters can register or get absentee ballots
-GA’s ”exact match” of name with government records
• Voter Purges
-almost 16 million voters were purged from rolls between 2014 and 2016; jurisdictions
with a history of racial discrimination had signiﬁcantly higher purge rates
• Poll closures
• Limited drop-box access

Voter Suppression - Getting Worse Daily
As of March 24:
• legislators have introduced 361 bills with restrictive provisions in 47
states.
• 108 more than the 253 restrictive bills tallied as of February 19, 2021
— a 43 percent increase in little more than a month.
• Nationwide GOP eﬀort to undermine democracy after high black
voter mobilization (Stacey Abrams) and turnout
• when POC vote and produce results , elections became “fraudulent”
Resource for tracking: State Voting Bills Tracker 2021 (Brennan Center)

Georgia: SB 202
Request period for absentee ballots shortened
Runoﬀ elections shortened
Absentee ballots must be counted by 5 pm next day
No mobile voting buses for early voting (only emergencies)
Drop boxes only available during early voting and at early voting
locations; limiteds drop boxes by population/location
• Passing out food/water criminalized
• Empowers state oﬃcials to take over local elections boards (“Peanut
Gallery”-county members monitoring future meetings)
• I.D. requirements for absentee voting (Over 200,000 Georgians do not
have proper photo i.d.s)
•
•
•
•
•

Voter Suppression is Violence
• Governor Kemp signed SB 202 in front of former
slave plantation in Wilkes County
• Black political power is seen as a threat
-Arrest of Rep. Park Cannon (D-Atlanta) for knocking
on door
• Allows Republicans to seize control of how elections
in Fulton County (home to Atlanta and a
disproportionate number of Black voters) and other
heavily Democratic areas, disqualifying voters and
ballots as they see ﬁt.

Democracy Reform- Voting Rights Advancement Act (H.R.4)
Now known as The John Lewis Voting Rights Act
• restores the protections of Section 4 of the 1965
Voting Rights Act
• modernizes the VRA’s formula determining
which states and localities have a pattern of
discrimination
• passed in the House of Representatives in 2019
• has yet to be introduced in 2021.

For the People Act of 2021 (H.R.1/S.1)
Large scale democracy reform bill that would protect and expand voting rights:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatic voter registration
Online voter registration
Same day voter registration
Make election day a federal holiday
Voting rights restoration to people with prior felony convictions
Expand early voting and simplify absentee voting
Prohibit voter purges that kick eligible voters oﬀ the registration rolls
End partisan gerrymandering by established independent redistricting
commissions

Other parts of the bill deal with campaign ﬁnances and ethical government

Democracy Reform - Updates
•
•
•
•
•

House of Representatives passed H.R. 1. last month
Has been introduced in Senate; S.1 hearing was a success
49 Democrats have cosponsored (all except Manchin)
Floor action soon (next month?)
Filibuster presents challenge to Senate passage (need 60
Senators)
• President Obama/Biden on ﬁlibuster:“A relic of Jim Crow”
• has historically been used to block civil rights legislation that
would protect Black people as voters, from being lynched
and allow them full beneﬁts of citizenship.

Reflection Prompt #3: Voter Suppression
• Who gets to participate in our democracy?
• Who is pushed aside and why is this problematic?
• What did you notice about the moments in our history where
voting rights expanded? How did those changes come about?
What was the eﬀect of these changes on our nation?
• What does learning about the expansion and contraction of voting
rights in the United States say about our democracy?

Broader Justice Reform Work
Recent Win:
• Lifted ban on Pell Grants - 1994 crime bill prohibited incarcerated individuals
from accessing federal Pell Grants; now second chances for people in prison to
gain an education.
Working on:
• Lifting the ban on SNAP (food assistance) and TANF (cash assistance) for
people with prior felony drug convictions
• Decarceration during COVID
• home conﬁnement
• Immediate release of elderly and medically vulnerable people
• Early release of anyone within 18 months of their release date

Reflection Prompt #4: Broader Justice Reform
• Should our criminal justice system be more punitive or
restorative? Why?
• Is it possible for a system to be both punitive and restorative?
• What would you want to happen to someone who had committed
a crime against a member of your family?
• What would you want to happen to a family member who
committed a crime?

From Learning to Action:
What can I do? How can I do it best?
• Discerning when and how to take action
• Following leadership of directly impacted communities
• Accompanying, amplifying, allying, acting in solidarity
• Leveraging privilege
• Sharing your story, not someone else’s
• Hearing from SEYM Friends’ experiences

Breakouts - Reflection and Action - 15 min
Share some takeaways/reﬂections based on tonight’s content:
• What’s something you learned about the foundations of systemic
racism, policing, voter suppression and broader justice reform?
• What made you most passionate to take action in one or more of
these areas? What resonated in your heart the most?
• Work as a small group to move from learning to action: What’s
one action you will commit to taking to support a common vision
for racial equity and justice?
We’ll come back as a full group for the last 5 minutes to close our
time together.

Wrap up and next steps
• FCNL workshop guestbook: https://fcnl.org/guestbook
• Ways to take this information into action
• Contact info for follow up questions and discussion:
rtrice@fcnl.org

